Magnetorheological finishing (MRF) techniques have been developed to manufacture continuous phase plates (CPP's) and custom phase corrective structures on polished fused silica surfaces. These phase structures are important for laser applications requiring precise manipulation and control of beam-shape, energy distribution, and wavefront profile. The MRF's unique deterministic-sub-aperture polishing characteristics make it possible to imprint complex topographical information onto optical surfaces at spatial scale-lengths approaching 1 mm. In this study, we present the results of experiments and model calculations that explore imprinting two-dimensional sinusoidal structures. Results show how the MRF removal function impacts and limits imprint fidelity and what must be done to arrive at a high quality surface. We also present several examples of this imprinting technology for fabrication of phase correction plates and CPPs for use at high fluences.
INTRODUCTION
The National Ignition Facility (NIF) Project at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) is developing Magnetorheological Finishing (MRF) as an advanced polishing technique to accurately imprint complex topographical patterns onto optical surfaces. The most interesting and direct application of this advanced technology is its use in the manufacture of small-and large-aperture custom continuous phase plates (CPP's). Several of the experimental campaigns planned for NIF call for specific target plane laser beam characteristics incorporating well-defined beamshapes, energy distributions, and wavefront profiles 1, 2 . Custom CPP's can be used in the seed laser portion or, preferably, in the final portion of NIF's main laser beam optical system to provide for precise manipulation and control of these characteristics to fulfill NIF experimental requirements 2 . Additionally, CPP's can be used for correcting or homogenizing target plane aberrations and hot spots arising from other optics present in the beamline.
Prior work on large-aperture high-power laser system phase plate manufacture linked mask and etch technologies to imprint phase manipulating patterns onto optics. Early efforts on lower efficiency forerunners of the CPP utilized a masking and acid wet etching approach to imprint binary 3,4 (rectangular/hexagonal phase plates) and 16 level step patterns 5, 6 (kinoform phase plate) onto fused silica surfaces. More recently, masking and resistive ion etching techniques were used to imprint highly efficient CPP patterns for use at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics 7 and the Laser Megajoule facility 8 . In contrast, MRF offers a direct method for imprinting topographical features onto optics without the use of masks or master plates because of its deterministic polishing capability and close interplay with interferometry. The MRF process provides for a high level of versatility and speed in CPP manufacture as topographical polishing can be conducted by directly combining computer generated CPP and/or interferometric profiles with large MRF volumetric removal rates. Additionally, the process seamlessly fits into the advanced manufacturing process technology we are currently refining for production of large-aperture optical components possessing high ultraviolet damage resistance 9 .
In this study, we present the results of our MRF process development as it pertains to CPP imprinting feasibility and manufacture. First, we summarize the results of diagnostic experiments conducted using a set of prescribed twodimensional sinusoidal topographical functions that were imprinted onto fused silica substrates. These tests show the feasibility of using MRF to perform CPP imprinting. We then discuss the results of imprinting a small-aperture CPP that
Figure 2: MRF imprinting process schematic. Interferometry, computer generated prescriptions, and software work together to create machine instructions to deterministically enable topographical imprinting.
was recently used on NIF for target diagnostic experiments. The imprinting of this CPP incorporates the developments and observations made during the diagnostic experiments.
DIAGNOSTIC TESTS USING TWO-DIMENSIONAL SINUSOIDAL PATTERNS
The fundamentals of MRF finishing have been previously described 9-19 so they will not be discussed in detail here. Two pertinent aspects to the imprinting process, however, deserve mention. First, a key feature in the MRF process is the size and shape of the removal function used to perform the polishing, Figure 1 . The deterministic nature of the MRF process makes it possible to correct optic figure over a large area using a small controllable removal function. In its normal operating configuration, MRF uses the removal function and dwell time to differentially remove material from areas of an optic so that the desired surface or wavefront properties are obtained. 9, 10 Typically this process is used to improve the flatness of plano parts and to fine-tune spherical or aspherical character on focusing optics. These corrections are long-range compared to the size of the removal function. Imprinting of surface topography onto an optical surface such as that required for CPP's is a non-traditional application of this technology. The distinct difference is that instead of removing the waviness or imperfections from the optical surface, MRF is applying surface structure in a deterministic fashion. For short spatial periods, one can think of the process as imprinting or correcting a number of small lenses present on a large piece of glass. Here, the size of the removal function becomes important in attaining the desired topographical fidelity.
Second, the MRF process integrates interferometry or user/computer generated surface topographical information and computer algorithms to generate the required instrument stage motions to deterministically polish material surfaces, Figure 2 . The MRF system software provides the mechanism to perform this task by using a solving algorithm that performs a deconvolution of the removal function shape and the incoming surface structure measured via interferometry or mathematically supplied by the user. In a typical raster-polishing application, the MRF software uses the existing surface figure as a starting point and a flat surface as the desired end-point. The algorithm attempts to converge to a solution that minimizes the rms of the surface via the removal function/existing surface deconvolution. For imprinting, the process must be inverted. It must start with a flat surface (or existing surface figure) and end with a surface possessing desired topography. This is accomplished by adding the height-inverted topographical imprint map (negative image) to the starting metrology (Figure 2 ). The solving algorithm converges this virtual surface towards flatness. This results in the proper removal of material from the initial optical surface even though the software output is a plano surface. To test the MRF instrument's ability to imprint topography onto optical surfaces, two-dimensional sinusoidal waves were generated with specified amplitude, phase, and various spatial periods in a square map array compatible for direct input into the MRF system software. The two-dimensional sinusoidal waves have the analytic form (1):
Sinusoidal waves represent simple and continuous surface topographies that can be generated using a minimum number of shape defining parameters. They have several advantages that make them acceptable for use in studying the MRF topographical imprinting process. First, their periodic structure can be easily measured and analyzed using interferometry and interpreted in terms of amplitude, period, and phase. Second, model surfaces can be readily created using the functions that can be mathematically compared to the imprinted surfaces to study feature shape, amplitude, slope, and periodic behavior. The functions can also be analytically manipulated to determine key features such as gradient at critical points and metrics such as root mean square, rms or R q , and mean amplitude, R a . 20 Lastly, detailed comparisons can be made showing differences between raster and step directions of motion during MRF finishing.
Two experiments were designed and executed to investigate the relationship between the physical characteristics of the MRF removal function and the accuracy/ability to imprint surface features of various sizes. The first experiment involved using a constant removal function size and shape to produce two-dimensional sinusoidal wave imprints with variable spatial periods. These experiments were used to compare the predicted peak-to-valley (PV) and rms to the experimentally measured values. The results determine the limitations of the process as the spatial periods become smaller. In the second experiment, a fixed two-dimensional sinusoidal spatial period pattern was imprinted onto a surface using removal functions of varying sizes, some smaller than the spatial period, some similar to the spatial period, and some larger than the spatial period. In this situation, topographical deviations from the prescribed surface profile can be evaluated as a function of removal function size. A 30-mm square area was selected to imprint two-dimensional sinusoidal waves onto the surface of fused silica. The PV of the sinusoidal waves was chosen at 0.5 µm. The imprint patterns were introduced to the MRF tool using the QED two-dimensional surface profile format. 21 Prior to imprinting, the fused silica optics were polished and corrected for surface wavefront to about 60 nm PV. The optical surfaces were assumed perfectly flat for the topographical imprinting; hence, no wavefront correction was incorporated into the prescription used (see Figure  2 ).
Constant spatial period imprinting using variable removal function sizes
For the first sinusoidal wave experiment, six removal functions with widths of 1.7-, 2.1-, 2.8-, 3.6-, 4.8-, and 7.1-mm were used to cover the range of sizes around the 5-mm sinusoidal period. The pertinent data for the software convergences for these sinusoidal imprints are listed in Table 1 . Figure 3 shows the experimental sinusoidal profiles after MRF imprinting. For the patterns imprinted using removal functions with FWHH less than two-thirds the 5-mm spatial period (Figure 3a d), the two-dimensional sinusoidal patterns are close to those prescribed. The patterns imprinted with removal function dimensions greater than the Nyquist limit ( Figure 3e -f) show significant efficiency degradation due to aliasing and bandwidth limiting. This is particularly apparent in the imprint in Figure 3f . The correlation and trend imply that the efficiency of the MRF process in imprinting surface topography is directly tied to, and limited by, the removal function size. Thus, the removal function dimensions essentially limit the bandwidth of the sampling of the surface topography due to Nyquist critical sampling issues. Simply put, the smallest portion of the removal function must be at least half the shortest spatial period to be imprinted. For experimental work, the operator can use the FWHH of the removal function. With this strategy, the removal function width at FWHH should be smaller than two-thirds that of the shortest spatial period to be imprinted. Trying to imprint shorter spatial periods (higher frequencies) than the smallest practical removal function dimensions (critical frequency) results in aliasing since these spatial periods are spuriously moved into spatial periods longer than the critical period. The removal function contains a band of critical sampling frequencies between its narrowest and widest footprint dimensions. This qualitatively explains the behavior of the convergences as the spatial periods decrease. In these instances, less and less of the removal function is effectively used for imprinting the topography. This leads to longer polishing times and greater material removal due to "collateral" polishing. We define collateral polishing as imprinting that occurs due to some portion of the removal function that cannot effectively perform the desired material removal to obtain the topographical shape. This "ineffective portion" corresponds to the shallow portions of the removal function footprint. This polishing spoils the imprinting efficiency and results in an increase in uniform material removal to attain the desired topography.
To gain a better understanding of the quality of the imprinting, the surface interferometry was numerically fit to the sinusoidal prescriptions, equation 1, using the rms difference between the actual surface topography and the parameterized prescription as a minimization metric. Prior to analyzing the difference between theoretical and experimental surface profiles, the sinusoidal wave amplitude, X and Y spatial periods, X and Y phases, and relative orientation of the prescription and interferometry were adjusted to achieve the best fit to the experimental data. Even though, phases are set to zero in the prescription, they are used in the fitting since the metrology is clipped to remove edge effects and MRF tool turn-around artifacts from the data. The phases also ensure that the computed PV and rms of the model surfaces correlate to surface metrology. The minimized parameters for the modeled two-dimensional sinusoidal waves are listed in Table 2 .
The results presented in Table 2 show that the topographical imprinting closely reproduces the desired 5.0-mm spatial period within the lateral measurement resolution of the interferometry used to measure the parts. The interferometry resolution used for measurement was 0.133 mm/pixel. The magnification was set to maximize the image size of the surface being imprinted. The corresponding PV and rms for each of the fits are included in Table 3 along with the measured interferometric data. Comparison of the experimental and the best-fit surfaces, using a point-by-point and a statistical basis, provides useful information regarding the quality of the imprinting. First, it indicates that the topography follows the prescription shape very closely even though the desired amplitude is not achieved (Tables 2 and 3 ). For example, the profile imprinted using 2.8-mm removal function Figure 4a , compares quite well with the model surface, Figure 4b , as implied by the difference between the two surfaces, Figure 4c . In this case the rms of the part is within 0.8 percent of the corresponding model value. The rms of the difference between the experimental and the model topographies is 12 nm, which indicates that the average difference between the part and the prescription is less than 2.5 percent on average. The rms also implies that, at most, 11 percent of the topography deviates by, at most, 36 nm, from the model (Chebyshev inequality). 22 Errors from the interferometry also contribute to the topographical analysis quality, as vertical dimension errors can reach 50 nm due to the topographical slopes and the 0.133-mm/pixel interferometry lateral resolution used.
Second, the imprinting error mainly stems from minor mismatches near the peaks and valleys. The mismatches in the imprint appear to follow the sinusoidal imprint pattern, Figure 4c . This is equivalent to slight "boxcar" smoothing of the peaks and valleys by the removal function where collateral polishing causes feature washout in areas where slope topographical slope changes are large.
Third, the imprinting follows the existing topography of the substrate. Comparison of the difference map, Figure 4c , and the surface prior to imprinting, Figure  4d , shows that the patterns are imprinted upon longrange features that exist in the surface prior to MRF imprinting. The substrate possessed a PV of 45 nm, and a rms of 3.1 nm, which implies that about 25 percent of the topography errors can be due to error propagation from the substrate. This can be corrected by incorporating the substrate interferometry before imprinting the prescription, (Figure 2 ). The test imprints were performed assuming that surfaces were perfectly flat and thus did not contain initial surface structure information. For all the 5-mm sinusoidal patterns imprinted, the desired amount of material removal during a single MRF run was never reached; hence the PV and rms values fall short of their expected values. On average the inferred PV's for the patterns imprinted using removal functions smaller than the 5-mm spatial period was 88 -90 percent of the desired PV. This is consistent with the observations noted during modeling. One pass over the optic is therefore insufficient to reach the desired surface topography for high precision work. The experiments show that PV not a good metric to assess the quality of the imprinting. Since PV is computed from only two data points out of possible thousands available, the optic appears worse than it actually is. The rms calculated from all the data on the optical surface and can give a better indication of the overall optic performance, as shown in Figure 5 and Tables 1 and 3 . For the two-dimensional sinusoidal waves imprinted, the topographical accuracy is good when compared to the best-fit profiles. The major difference between the experimental and prescribed profiles is directly attributable to the shortfall in peak amplitude and the amount of material removed. Scaling the imprint topography to the desired prescription depth based upon the measured rms indicates that the quality would be as expected, in the vicinity of rms = 0.125 µm.
The rms for each of the imprints form a trend with removal function size, Figure 5 . The plots show that this metric remains high for removal function sizes below the topographical spatial period and deteriorate when the removal function size approaches or exceeds the spatial period. This was predicted during convergence modeling for which the imprinting deteriorated and failed when the spatial period approached the same size as the smallest removal function dimension. If one assumes that imprinting is satisfactory to 95 percent of its average rms value for the small removal function imprints, Figure 3a -d, the intersection of this point and the removal function width on the plots yields the "twothirds rule". This rule suggests that effective imprinting can be achieved using a removal function size that is less than approximately two-thirds the size of the shortest spatial period in the topography. Furthermore, between this and the critical Nyquist size, the effectiveness of the imprinting significantly deteriorates.
Constant removal function size and variable period
A complementary experiment to the 5-mm two-dimensional sinusoidal wave imprinting was conducted on fused silica samples. The experiments involved keeping the removal function size constant at 5.6 mm and imprinting patterns varying from 3.75-, 5-, 6.67-, 10-and 15-mm spatial periods. The pertinent data for the convergences pertaining to these imprints are listed in Table 8 . Figure 6 shows the experimental sinusoidal profiles after MRF imprinting. The results of the topographical imprinting for this experiment corroborate the findings from the complementary experiment where the spatial period was held constant and the removal function size Fitting the experimental surface topography to the model two-dimensional sinusoidal pattern indicates that the spatial accuracy of the process is good within the interferometric lateral resolution of 0.133 mm/pixel (see Table 4 ). This observation holds for all the imprints. The model fits also indicate that the imprinting process becomes inefficient with loss in imprinting amplitude as the spatial period decreases. The imprinting errors, like in the constant period experiments, are composed mainly of topographical departures in the peak and valley areas.
The imprinted pattern falls short of the desired imprint depth under single pass conditions, Table 5 . The accuracy, however, is high and closely represents the model surfaces. For the cases where the spatial periods are greater than the removal function dimensions, the difference between the prescription and the actual surface topography is attributable to lower amount of material removed. If the desired depth were attained, the surface quality would be with 5-7 percent of that desired. The rms for each of the imprints forms a trend in a fashion similar to that observed in the complementary experiment. As a function of spatial period ( to 95 percent of its average rms value, for the large spatial periods, 15.0-, 10-, and 6.67-mm, the intersection of this point and the spatial period on the plots yields an effective removal function size that is about 70 percent of the spatial period which is nearly the "two-thirds rule" previously identified.
CONTINUOUS PHASE PLATE IMPRINTING
One of the goals of the diagnostic experiments was to determine the ability of MRF to manufacture CPP's for NIF applications. The majority of the CPP's that will be used on NIF involve imprinting on large-aperture fused silica optics measuring 440 mm by 450 mm. These optics will be placed in the final optics assembly portion of the NIF beamlines and will operate in either 1ω or 3ω positions. Imprinting the large-aperture CPP's will require specialized MRF instruments capable of imprinting topographies on large-aperture optics. The Q22-Y MRF used in the present experiments cannot be used for large aperture work; however, the knowledge gained from experiments on small parts show that the MRF is capable of performing to the desired level needed for manufacture of large-aperture NIF CPP's. A limited set of small-aperture CPP's can be placed in the seed laser portion of the NIF system to provide some desired farfield spots at target chamber center for certain NIF experiments. These CPP's are 76 x 76 mm in size and can be manufactured using the Q22-Y MRF.
The phasefront prescription for a the small-aperture NIF-CPP that was manufactured using MRF is shown in Figure 8 . Its specified performance parameters are presented in Table 6 . This prescription is a miniaturized version of a large-aperture CPP, which is scaled down by a factor of 8.27 that fills a 76 x 76 mm fused silica optic. All the topographical content in the largeaperture pattern is conserved in the miniaturized CPP prescription. When the seed laser beam is magnified through a relay telescope into the main laser beam line, the CPP produces a 0.5-mm far-field spot at the target plane when combined with a 770-cm focusing element.
MRF imprinting of this CPP incorporates the developments and observations made during the diagnostic studies. First, the imprinting utilizes a multi-pass approach to obtain the desired topographical fidelity. Second, each MRF pass incorporates a different removal function size that maximizes material removal over the topographical frequencies being imprinted. Larger removal functions are used early in the fabrication and small removal functions are used to perform final topographical correction. Third, in-process interferometry is used to track imprinting progress and to optimize phasefront corrections. Fourth, superposition is used during imprinting to provide for process breakpoints necessary for testing. The fabricated CPP imprinted onto a 76-mm piece of fused silica is also shown in Figure 8 . The imprint was accomplished using two MRF removal function sizes, 3.4 mm and 1.1 mm (FWHH), in 2 passes and took 17 machine hours to imprint. The completed CPP passes all design specifications indicated in Table 6 . We have since fabricated 8 small-aperture CPP's that were successfully used in NIF experimental campaigns: four CPP's with 0.5 mm far-field spot capability and four providing 1.0-mm far-field spots at the target plane. It is interesting to note that the topographical structure imprinted onto these small-aperture CPP's gives an indication of what can be done on large-aperture parts. If the topographical structure on a large-aperture optic is reproduced at the same spatial scale as used for the small-aperture parts, far-field spots in the neighborhood of 4.1-and 8.3-mm diameter can be realized at the target plane. This inference results from the demagnification used on the small-aperture CPP's. Overall, we have found that the unique deterministicsub-aperture polishing characteristics of MRF make it possible to imprint complex topographical information onto optical surfaces at spatial scale-lengths approaching 1 mm regardless of the size of the optic.
Conclusions
In this study, MRF was used for the first time to accurately modify surface topography of glass surfaces in order to assess the process for the manufacture of CPP's for NIF. The accuracy of the MRF process to deterministically imprint patterns onto silica surfaces was tested with a representative set of prescribed topographical functions. The numerical and experimental results demonstrate that the manufacturing efficiency (i.e. the ability to imprint surface profiles as accurately and quickly as possible) is directly tied to the physical dimension of the removal function (width and length of the removal function). The study uncovered the advantages of using removal functions that are smaller than the feature to be imprinted. The FWHH of the removal function is found to be a good metric for predicting the quality or accuracy of the imprinted surface profile. The FWHH removal function size should be at least two-thirds smaller than the minimum spatial period to be imprinted onto the surface. The finite size of interaction area between the MR fluid and the workpiece leads to "collateral" polishing while the surface travels over the ribbon. The polishing time is mostly dependent on the amount of material that is removed because of this "collateral" polishing effect. As a result, the manufacturing efficiency can actually increase using lower material removal rates. Polishing time also directly scales with the topographical depth for a particular removal function size. Overall, MRF's unique deterministic-sub-aperture polishing characteristics make it possible to imprint complex topographical information onto optical surfaces at spatial scale-lengths approaching 1mm with excellent accuracy.
Several developments and observations were made during the diagnostic studies that lead to a process that could be used to imprint CPP's. First, imprinting should utilize a multi-pass MRF approach to obtain the desired topographical fidelity. Each pass should incorporate a different removal function size that maximizes material removal over the topographical frequencies being imprinted. Larger removal functions need to be used early in the fabrication process and small removal functions need to be used to perform final topographical correction. In-process interferometry should be an integral part of the process to optimize phasefront corrections. Superposition should be used during imprinting to provide for prescription simplification and process breakpoints necessary for testing.
